Host Family Guidebook
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Welcome host parents and those who may be considering housing a student for Gentry
Academy. There are responsibilities to being a host family, but the reward of housing a student
is special. The bond that is formed between host families and the student will last well beyond
the school year. The Gentry Academy Host Guidebook is provided to assist host families better
understand what is expected of them as well as what is expected from the student.
Gentry Academy thanks and applauds all parents and host families for their support and
commitment to the school. Without you, we could not provide the quality educational program
that is considered to be one of the best in the United States.
Out-of-town students will be housed with host families during the school year. School
administrators will identify students with strong moral and ethical values as candidates to live
with a host family. These students will be expected to be respectful and helpful in your
presence and follow all the rules of your home.
It is important from the onset that the student clearly is familiar with your house rules. Define
your expectations of them and ask about their expectations of you and your home. The school
has prepared a set of additional rules that will be given to every student living with a host
family. They are added to this guidebook for you as well. It is important that you and the
student review and discuss the school rules as well as any additional household rules you
expect them to abide by. Being clear about all the details of each rule will help make everyone
feel more comfortable with this transition. Below are some rules that should be reviewed and
discussed with your host student:
1. Alcohol, Illegal Drugs and Tobacco – The use of alcohol, illegal drugs and tobacco is
illegal and prohibited. Host parents are not to supply the host student with any illegal
substances including alcohol. Tobacco products are classified as cigars, cigarettes, ecigarettes, chewing tobacco and vaporizers for smoking. Notify the school immediately
if a problem is suspected.
2. Fees – The fee for hosting a student is to be decided between the student’s family and
the host family. This agreed upon amount is to be paid directly to the host family by the
first of each month unless other arrangements have been made. Host families provide
essential needs such as food, shelter, laundry facilities, utilities, transportation and a
bedroom. Host students are responsible for their own personal items including school
supplies, toiletries and a car if they are licensed drivers. Host families are not
responsible for providing school lunch money to their host student unless done so
voluntarily. If the host student chooses to dine out, they are responsible for this
personal expense.
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3. Communication – Host families should be willing to communicate openly and honestly
with the school regarding whether the rules are being followed by their host student.
This is essential as host students may be removed from a home for failure to comply
with school rules and expectations or if the host family does not adhere to the school
policies. This may be the most challenging component of being a host family.
4. Cleanliness – Cleary explain the rules about cleanliness on the first day. Explain what
you expect regarding cleanliness of their bedroom and all the rooms in your house
including the bathroom. For example, if you expect that dishes and glasses are to be
placed in the dishwasher after use, set that expectation. Clearly explain your
expectations and have ongoing courteous communication about this rule.
5. Common Courtesy - Being courteous to each other is a general expectation for the host
family and student.
6. Computer – Host students should have their own computer or laptop. In today’s
educational environment, students are expected to do research for school papers,
projects and tests using a computer so allowing students access to your network/wi-fi
and printer is essential.
7. Free Time – Free time is defined as time without a formal school activity or athletic
commitment. Host families should involve the host student in family activities and
events. Of course there will be exceptions. Have open and honest discussion with the
host student about free time activities.
8. Duties and chores – Prior to the host student moving into your home, develop a list of
the duties and chores you expect the host student to perform as a member of your
household. If your family shares chores it is fair to expect the host student to participate
as well.
9. Food – Refrigerator and food rules should be clearly defined. The host student should
provide you with a list of food preferences and/or allergies prior to moving into your
home. Taking the host student to the grocery store a few times during their first month
in your home is a great “bonding” experience. Kids will often express their food
preferences during these initial shopping events. Host families are expected to provide
breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks.
10. House Rules – Be clear about the household rules you have set for your home. Asking a
host student to follow your house rules helps develop accountability and integrity, it
should not be avoided. When rules are not set, the host family and student can become
annoyed, defensive or resentful because they did not know what the “unspoken rules”
were. It is advisable to develop a communicative and honest relationship with the host
student during the first few days they are in your home.
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11. Laundry – Host families will be expected to do laundry for the host student. If the host
student prefers to do their own laundry, walk him/her through the process. Do not
presume they know how the machines work or how much soap to use.
12. Student’s Bedroom – Each host student should have their own bedroom, however some
rooms can accommodate two students. Each room should be equipped with a laundry
basket for dirty clothes, along with a dresser(s) and closet with hangers.
13. Privacy – Make clear mention of the areas of your home that are off limits and let the
host student know what kind of privacy they can expect from you.
14. Care and Use of Appliances - General instructions should be given to the host students
on how to use and care for household appliances and equipment. If you do not want the
host student to use a specific appliance, please provide those instructions.
15. Vacations - When a host family plans to be out of town for one night, a weekend, or
longer, they are to notify the school. Host students are not allowed to remain in the
home without adult supervision.
16. Visitor Policy – Setting a visitor policy is important. There are many things to consider
when setting this rule such as how many, when, how often, food, etc. Establish a rule
that you are comfortable with but understand they are times when flexibility is
necessary.
Generally, people that open their homes to young student athletes also find that their
attachment to them grows rapidly. The rewards can be many. Rewards come from knowing you
are providing a stable environment for these students who, in most cases, are living away from
home for the first time. Gentry Academy would like to thank you all for supporting our growing
school program by opening your homes to these students. We would also like to thank in
advance any interested host families for their willingness to explore the possibility of assisting
with this program.
If you have any questions, please contact:
Billy Hengen Email: billy.hengen@gentryacademy.com Phone: 651-604-8300
Jen Kurth
Email: Jennifer.kurth@gentryacademy.com Phone: 651-604-8300
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